NOTE: SIDNEY AND GREVILLE.
Despite the heading of the ensuing section, it relates less to Sir Philip Sidney's feelings
than to the European circumstanstances at the time of his intended departure with Drake in
the "Elizabeth Bonaventure."
The situation was imperfectly understood by the Rev. T. Zouch, D.D., F.L.S,, "Memoirs
of the Life of Sir Philip Sidney," York, 1808. Waving aside Greville's statements, as arising
merely from " the indulgent partiality of friendship," Zouch substituted his own fancy that if
Sidney had sailed on this enterprise, it " would probably have involved him in disappointment
and disgrace, and overwhelmed all his real friends with astonishment and sorrow." Zouch
further asserted that little can be said in its "defence"; by which he shows himself not to
have understood it; nor to have known how it was regarded at the time. (See E.E,, Vol. V,
pp. 281-283, for a notable contrast.)1
The notion that Greville, writing " The Life of the Renowned Sir Philip Sidney " many
years after the events, magnified his friend's influence, appears plausible only if we forget how
it was to Sidney that Hakluyt had dedicated his first publication;2 and Sidney's father who,
from King Edward's day onwards, was a noted patron of exploration;3 also that Sidney's
maternal grandfather John, Duke of Northumberland, Lord High Admiral, had been eager for
the expansion of England's power; and furthermore that when Sir Humphrey Gilbert formed
his plans for creating an oversea Empire " in the name of the Crown of England," Philip Sidney
and his father Sir Henry, and his uncle Lord Leicester, as well as Sir Francis Walsingham,
had been largely concerned.
No letter is yet found from Sidney himself in relation to the voyage of 1585. This is
the less surprising in that arrangements between Sidney and Drake, being secret, would most
likely have been verbal, through Greville.
touch's monograph begins with a mistake, which in over 120 years seems not to have been
corrected: viz. a frontispiece portrait of " Sir Philip Sidney " by " Velasquez." Vellsquez was not
born till the end of the century in which Sidney died. The picture is of a personage in late
Jacobean garb (circa 1624), The coat of arms in the background is not that of the Sidney
family. Nevertheless a portrait somewhat resembling it in features and style has been added, in
our day^, to the Long Gallery at Penshurst Place, where its unlikeness to the authentic Philip
Sidney in the same gallery is conspicuous. The present writer suggested it might suitably be re-
named " Gentleman unknown," and the date or the purchase recorded.
*E.E. Vol. IV. p. 258. sib- Vol. I. p. 83.
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